
                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

 

Dear Norco dealer, 

Please take the time to review the information below regarding the MY22 Gen 3 VLT bikes that have 

shipped to you with rear shock not installed from factory but supplied inside the bike carton. Range 

model used for photo reference however procedure is 100% the same for all Gen 3 VLT bikes. 

Outlined below is a step by step procedure to assist in installing the shock into the bike. 

1. The bike will arrive with a shock bar installed. Before removing the shock bar place a shop towel 

in behind the linkage and on top of the down tube. 

               Shock bar                                                                          Shop towel behind linkage 

                                  

               Shop towel on down tube 

                

 



2. Remove the shock bar fixing bolt from the linkage and gently rest the shock bar on the down 

tube rag. 

               10mm Allen bolt                                             Shock bar on rag 

                    

 

3. Remove the upper shock fixing bolt from the frame mount and remove the shock bar from the 

frame. The shock bar and the large bolt securing it in the frame can be recycled

 
 

Shock bar and bolt for recycling 

               

 



4. Remove the shock from packaging and find the shock fixing bolt in the small parts box from the 

bike. 

 

Shock and 6mm shock fixing bolt 

 

 

5. Install the shock reservoir end into the linkage. There are no spacers at this end just bolt directly 

into the du bushing of the shock eyelet. Some force will be required to get the bolt through the 

du bushing. 

 

                

 

 

 

 



6. Once you have about 1-1/2 to 2 turns of thread engagement apply a small amount of medium 

strength thread lock into the opening of the linkage assembly and tighten to 8nm. 

 

                 

 

7. Swing shock up into the frame mount and twist as required to line it up. Install 2 piece shock 

hardware and apply a small amount of medium thread lock the threaded hardware. 

 

                                   

 

8. Torque the upper shock hardware to 8nm 

9. Torque the linkage shock hardware to 10nm 

 

 



 

 

 

Any questions or concerns please reach out to,  

Norco QC Dept/ Chris Mayo/ John McGaire 


